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Abstract

This study describes the development of an innovative multimedia application and

examines teacher perceptions of its usefulness in assisting students with imagery

deficit to visualize the reading comprehension. Students with good reading skills

can easily create mental representations from oral or written language, and

their sensory system quickly brings parts to whole through imagery. Students with

deficiency may have trouble creating images due to their sensory information from

imagery is slow and dull, and they often get stuck on parts and pieces. Those unable

to image what they read usually cannot understand and remember what they read,

which is consistent with the referential connection between the verbal and visual

symbolic systems according to the Dual-Coding Theory. This application helps

students to develop the capacity to build mental images sentence by sentence.

The students engage a touch screen to draw a picture associated with the meaning

of each sentence. With the sentences hidden or pictures shuffled, they select

and describe each picture in sequence to retell the story. Pictures can be saved to

analyze students’ learning outcomes and needs. Teacher perceptions indicate their
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willingness to integrate this application into reading instruction to help improve

reading comprehension of students with imagery deficit.

Keywords

dual coded, multimedia, reading comprehension, imagery, teacher perceptions

Reading teachers often hear their students saying ‘‘If I can’t picture it, I can’t
understand it.’’, indicating the students may have a gestalt visualization deficit.
During the process of reading comprehension, a gestalt is a complex organized
unit created by the visualization of the ‘‘whole’’ more than the sum of its ‘‘parts’’
(Bell, 1991). Students with gestalt imagery deficit may have to read the same
piece of text information numerous times due to their struggle in accessing and
integrating old information with new by only processing parts of what has been
read. If students cannot image what they see or hear from the text information,
they usually struggle to remember what they read. In general, if a student has
one or more of the following symptoms, then he or she may have a gestalt
imagery deficit.

. During or after reading, he or she cannot create a mental picture of what has
been read to show the understanding of a chunk piece of text information.

. During or after reading, he or she may be able to create a mental picture
of what has been read but cannot create a mental ‘‘movie’’ to show the
understanding of consecutive pieces of text information.

. During or after reading, he or she can hardly remember what has been read
due to the difficulty of imaging what has been read.

. During or after reading, he or she may image and understand what has been
read by repeated reading, for example, a sentence, but get lost when moving
to the next sentence.

. When summarizing, he or she can only include partial details of a story.

. When retelling, he or she may miss the major points or events of a story.

. When retelling, he or she may get the wrong sequence of the events of a story.

This study describes the development of an innovative multimedia applica-
tion and examines teacher perceptions of its usefulness in helping students
with gestalt imagery deficit through visualization of the process of reading
comprehension. Dual-Coding Theory suggests that our mental information
representation and processing in cognitive tasks rely on two functionally
independent but structurally interconnected systems: one for verbal units/texts
and the other for visual objects/images (Paivio, 1990; Sadoski & Paivio, 2013).
Information is processed more efficiently and stored in long-term memory more
successfully when presented both verbally and visually (Baddeley, 1992).
Teachers may use this application to create short self-contained passages and
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guide their students to generate concept imagery sentence by sentence via a
touch screen user interface (UI). Students develop the capacity to build
mental images by drawing pictures associated with the meaning of each sentence
in the passage, as well as verbalizing a summary of each picture in the correct
order to retell the story. In addition, the application offers oral narration of each
sentence so that students can select visual text input, audio text input, or both
when reading the target passage and drawing pictures. Teachers can examine the
learning process and isolate specific problems of each individual student using
pictures saved at the end of a lesson.

Dual-Coding in Reading Comprehension

Dual-Coding Theory defines three levels of information processing in
cognitive tasks: representational, associative, and referential (see Figure 1).
Representational processing refers to recognizing familiar objects through
direct stimuli, either verbal or nonverbal. For instance, seeing the printed
word house or hearing the word house activates it in the verbal system, while
seeing a picture of a house will activate its image in the nonverbal system.

Figure 1. Model of Dual Coding Theory (Paivio, 1990).
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Associative processing means representations that can be activated by other
representations within the same system. For example, the word vehicle may
activate other words such as car and bus, while picture of a basketball court
may activate an associated image of basketball. Referential processing refers to
one-to-many or many-to-many correspondence between verbal and nonverbal
symbols. For instance, the word zoo could activate mental images of animals,
while picture of a zoo may activate the word animal, and so on. Referential
processing is related to associative processing as the word animal activated by
the picture of a zoo may activate other associated words such as tiger and
monkey, which in turn, can activate the nonverbal system to recall the pictures
of these animals in memory.

In reading comprehension, students who are unable to image what they see or
hear are often not able to remember what they read, and they may also have
difficulty with higher order thinking skills (Bell, 2015). This is consistent with the
referential connection between the verbal and visual symbolic systems. Students
with good language comprehension, expression, and critical thinking skills can
easily create mental representations from oral or written language, and their
sensory system quickly brings parts to whole through imagery. In contrast,
students with deficiency may have trouble creating gestalt images due to their
sensory information from imagery is slow and dull, and they often get stuck on
bits, parts, and pieces.

Sentence comprehension. Studies investigating the dual-coded instructions for lan-
guage learning have shown positive effects using images together with text defi-
nitions in vocabulary acquisition and sentence comprehension (Cohen &
Johnson, 2011; Glenberg & Langston, 1992; Plass et al., 1998). Generally speak-
ing, abstract sentences are stored primarily as verbal units in memory while
concrete sentences are stored more likely as nonverbal images, which retain
the meaning instead of the wording of the sentence (Begg & Paivio, 1969).
Given the same sentence meaning, semantic changes are recognized
more often than wording changes for concrete sentences, but wording changes
are more noticeable than semantic changes for abstract sentences (Begg &
Paivio, 1969).

The effects of sentence concreteness on comprehension and the connection
between concrete sentence and imagery have been discussed in numerous studies
(Eddy & Glass, 1981; Holyoak, 1974; Holmes & Langford, 1976; Jorgensen &
Kintsch, 1973; O’Neil & Paivio, 1978; Sadoski, Goetz, & Fritz, 1993).
The reaction time of sentence evaluation in terms of the rating of how easy to
form an image of the sentence has revealed that sentences rated as easy to
imagine are evaluated more quickly than sentences rated as difficult to image,
indicating imagery may facilitate the comprehension process (Jorgensen &
Kintsch, 1973). An extended study on the effects of semantic relatedness and
semantic complexity in addition to the effects of rated imagery on reaction time
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also supports this conclusion (Holyoak, 1974). Concrete sentences have been
found to be classified much faster than abstract sentences in a sentence meaning
classification task and more words are recalled from concrete sentences than
from abstract sentences in a free recall task (Holmes & Langford, 1976).
Findings from sentence-rating experiments based on imagery and recall have
suggested that concrete sentences receive higher imagery ratings and higher
recall scores than abstract sentences (O’Neil & Paivio, 1978), and imagery has
played a significant role in sentence understanding in verification and compre-
hension tasks given high-imagery sentences and low-imagery sentences (Eddy &
Glass, 1981). Moreover, results have indicated that using the rating norms as
predictors, easy-to-image concrete sentences are recalled twice more than
abstract sentences with respect to the comprehensibility, interestingness, and
familiarity of concrete and abstract sentences in rating and recall tasks
(Sadoski, Goetz, & Fritz, 1993).

Text comprehension. Both children and adults may benefit from self-generated
pictures or provided images as discussed in a review of psychological research
on the role of imagery processes in prose comprehension (Denis, 1984). Results
from experiments on the use of images in the comprehension tasks involving
technical content by high school students have revealed that technical material
may be comprehended better in the form of illustrations than as text and may be
comprehended best if presented in both forms (Purnell & Solman, 1991).
Furthermore, Glenberg and Langston (1992) conducted experiments to test
how pictures may help adults in a text comprehension task involving sequential
steps. Participants were given a text about a four-step procedure in which the
middle two steps occurred simultaneously. It was found that participants who
were given the text accompanied by appropriate pictures tended to mentally
represent the procedures, while they tended to remember the text itself if it
was presented alone.

Images may also help on memory for information presented orally in class-
rooms. For instance, experiments were conducted with elementary students on
recall of stories from information recorded on the tape (Levin & Berry, 1980).
The researchers designed single pictures to illustrate only the main idea of news-
paper articles as well as a group of pictures, each illustrating a sentence in the
passage. The results indicated that students who only heard the stories on tape
recalled less than those who heard the story on tape and viewed related images at
the same time.

Multimedia Learning

Instructional technologies involving computer multimedia have been widely
used to teach languages given the great capability of computers in presenting,
organizing, and integrating information through multisensory, such as text,
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picture, audio, video, and animation (Beatty, 2013; Chuang & Ku, 2011;
Levy, 1997; Warschauer & Healey, 1998). Multimedia annotations have
shown positive effects in learning language vocabulary (Al-Seghayer, 2001;
Chun & Plass, 1996; Davis & Lyman-Hager, 1997; Kuo & Hooper, 2004).
For instance, the visuospatial properties of Chinese characters have inspired
the development of instructional methods for teaching Chinese vocabulary
using both verbal and visual information (Chuang & Ku, 2011; Kuo &
Hooper, 2004; Wang, 2014). Computer animations using dual-coded multi-
media methods have transformed an image symbolizing the etymology of a
Chinese character to the modern format of the character, which can assist
students to construct a referential connection between the image and the
character (Wang & Blackwell, 2015).

According to Generative Theory of Multimedia Learning, information is
better memorized when presented both verbally and visually because learners
can receive information through both verbal and nonverbal sensors and utilize
corresponding working memories to process the target information (Mayer,
2001). Figure 2 illustrates the information and memory paths in multimedia
learning. When the text is presented through narration, the picture and narra-
tion coding are processed through visual and auditory channels, respectively,

Figure 2. Information and memory paths in multimedia learning (adapted from Chen,

2006).
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which should yield better results than the method using picture with on screen
text that are processed in the same visual channel.

The development of an educational multimedia application demands a
joint effort from both educators and computer scientists. In this study, the
requirement analysis of the application gained tremendous help from teachers
who has had experience in teaching reading comprehension to students with
reading deficiency. Meanwhile, the design and implementation of this appli-
cation involved computer professionals with strong programming skills,
knowledge of software engineering, and ability to apply software development
models to real-world projects (Ghezzi, Jazayeri, & Mandrioli, 2002). Before
being released as a learning tool in real teaching environments, the applica-
tion was evaluated by classroom teachers who did not participate in the
development process. Likert scale questionnaires were created to investigate
(a) whether the classroom teachers confirm functionality and practicability of
this application, (b) the classroom teachers’ perception of its usefulness in
improving reading comprehension of students with imagery difficulty, and (c)
the classroom teachers’ attitude toward integrating it into their daily reading
instruction.

Method

The main purpose of this application is to assist students with gestalt visualiza-
tion deficit so that they can visualize and verbalize the process of language
comprehension and thinking. As aforementioned, a gestalt is a complex
organized unit created by visualizing the ‘‘whole’’ more than the sum of its
‘‘parts’’ during reading comprehension. When students only process ‘‘parts’’
of what they see or hear, it is hard for them to create such a gestalt.
Linguistic competence and performance are based on a substrate of imager,
which includes not only static representations of objects but also dynamic
representations of action sequences and relationships between objects and
events (Bell & Lindamood, 1991).

To improve the students’ ability to image a gestalt in reading comprehension,
this application is designed to guide them through a series of steps:

1. A short self-contained paragraph is presented, with each sentence shown on
screen one at a time in order.

2. Students engage a touch screen UI to draw a picture to represent the meaning
of each sentence they read.

3. With the sentences hidden or shuffled, students verbalize a summary by
selecting and describing each picture in the correct sequence to retell the
story.

4. The gestalt image is formed as students develop the capacity to build mental
images sentence by sentence.
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Unified Process Model

The architecture and components of the application were created using Unified
Process software development model, which adapts to the change of requirements
and project goals better than many traditional models (Lenz & Moeller, 2004;
Maciaszek & Liong, 2004). Based on the Unified Modeling Language (UML), the
development cycle of the Unified Process model consists of four phases: Inception,
Elaboration, Construction, and Transition. Meanwhile, each phase consists of five
workflows: Requirement, Analysis, Design, Implementation, and Test (Esposito
& Saltarello, 2014; Kruchten, 2004). The following subsections discuss each phase
in detail with emphasis on different workflows.

Inception phase. The inception phase is to achieve agreement between the user
and the developer on requirements, expectations of the functionality, and pro-
cedural approach that is to be taken to implement the application (Windle &
Abreo, 2003). After consulting classroom teachers and completing an initial
requirement analysis, the application was divided into three major components:
presentation module, data module, and logic module.

Besides offering a touch screen interface with a simple layout, large and
intuitive image buttons, and support for a digitizer, the presentation module
provide the following features:

. Customize size and color of the pen

. Create a new picture box for drawing

. Copy the previous picture to resume drawing

. Draw complex smooth curves besides simple line segments

. Resize a picture box to provide larger drawing space

. Use eraser to modify the picture

. Clear the entire picture and start over

. Show or hide individual sentences in a passage

. Present the sentences orally through an auditory component

The data module employs plain text format for lesson files that consist of
sentences, which can be conveniently created and edited using any text editor.
The pictures with associated sentences can be saved to give the teacher valuable
information on the learning process and assessment of the students. These saved
pictures can also be dragged and dropped to the picture box directly if the
teacher observes that the students have got stuck on a certain sentence.

The logic module serves as a middle layer between the presentation module
and the data module. Once data are read from a lesson file in data module, they
are sent to the logic module to populate a list of sentences, which are put into the
corresponding textboxes on screen in the presentation module. Similarly, when
saving the pictures, the presentation module is coded to take a full screenshot of
all the pictures and sentences, as well as individual pictures from the
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corresponding picture box. The logic module then validates and formats these
data before forwarding it to the data module to save the screenshot and each
picture as image files. The story retelling is another main feature in the logic
module. After students finish their drawings for all the sentences, they can hide
all the sentences and verbalize a summary of each picture to retell the story, or
they can shuffle the pictures and retell the story by matching each picture in the
correct sequence with the corresponding sentence.

Beside requirement analysis, use cases were created in the inception phase.
The UML defines a use case as an objective user who wants to achieve with an
application, which aims at describing a system from external usage viewpoint,
rather than from developer’s perspective (Kruchten, 2004). The UML use case
diagram in Figure 3 demonstrates the actions the user may take, such as loading
a lesson, picking up a pen and its color, drawing pictures, and so on. Note that
some actions will not take place until the prerequisite actions have been com-
pleted. For instance, the user may start drawing only after a pen is selected and a
new picture box is created, an existing picture is copied, or a previously saved
picture is loaded.

Elaboration phase. The elaboration phase provides an architectural baseline that
implements a working application with limited functionality and formulates a
project agreement with the user (Li, 2009). The requirements and use cases were
refined in this phase. The analysis workflow describes what the application is
supposed to do without defining how it is done given that how to implement the
application will be specified in the design workflow of the construction phase
(Arlow & Neustadt, 2005; Esposito & Saltarello, 2014).

Figure 3. UML use cases diagram describing the system from external usage viewpoint.
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The design task in this phase is to develop a stable architecture using UML
activity diagrams and sequence diagrams. An activity diagram describes proce-
dural logic, business process, and work flow, which is like a flowchart that allows
the user to choose the order in which to do things and supports parallel behavior
(Kruchten, 2004). The UML activity diagram in Figure 4 decomposes user
actions captured in the use cases into detailed activities involving conditional
branches and concurrent flows. For instance, after loading a lesson, the user may

Figure 4. UML activity diagram describing a flowchart and parallel behavior.
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either show or hide a sentence by toggling the visibility property of the sentence
textbox.

A sequence diagram describes how groups of objects collaborate in some
behavior. It usually shows a number of example objects and the messages
passed between these objects within the use case (Kruchten, 2004). Figure 5
gives a good representation about which objects are doing which processing
by illustrating the messages passed among lesson, sentence, and picture, as
well as the interactions and messages passed among the objects of pen and
eraser.

Construction phase. The construction phase reveals and analyzes any requirement
that has been missed, refines the requirements that have been implemented, and
finishes the design of UML class diagrams for coding (Arlow & Neustadt, 2005).
The functions were grouped and implemented in three iterations using

Figure 5. UML sequence diagram describing messages passed between objects within use

cases.
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C# programming language and Visual Studio .NET (Esposito & Saltarello,
2014; Troelsen, 2012).

The first iteration primarily implemented drawing functions that include
creating a new picture, copying the previous picture, choosing pen color, and
so on. The zoom in function doubles the picture box size to provide more space,
while the zoom out function reduces its size to half for a better fit below the
associated sentence. The default option resets the picture box to its original size,
and the clear option deletes the entire drawing. The user may save a screenshot
of the sentences and pictures as well. Figure 6 gives an example of reading
comprehension of four sentences. Note that the UI created with standard
Windows controls such as checkboxes and radio buttons was primitive and
not yet suitable for a touch screen presentation.

The second iteration implemented the eraser function to modify the drawing
and greatly refined the UI by using large image buttons to facilitate touch screen
operations (see Figure 7). The copy option allows the user to resume drawing on
the picture for the previous sentence instead of redrawing everything from the
scratch. Furthermore, the saving function was updated to save each individual
picture besides an overall screenshot.

The functions of showing/hiding sentences and shuffling pictures for story
retelling were realized in the third iteration (see Figure 8). This iteration also
implemented the auditory narration feature using the Text-to-Speech Engines on
the Microsoft Speech Platform (Troelsen, 2012). UI was further improved by

Figure 6. Initial prototype after the first iteration in the Construction Phase.
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consolidating zoom in and zoom out functions into a single resizing action.
The user may simply double click on the picture to toggle the default and
double size. Another requirement change is that picture associated with the
previous sentence is automatically copied to the current picture box. The user

Figure 8. Final product after the third iteration in the Construction Phase.

Figure 7. Evolved prototype after the second iteration in the Construction Phase.
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can easily clear the picture if he or she wants to draw from the scratch instead.
Finally, this iteration implemented the drag and drop feature that let the user
drag a previously saved picture onto a picture box so that he or she can use it as
is or modify it for the current sentence.

Transition phase. Transition phase starts after all the tests have been completed,
and the application is prepared for release (Arlow & Neustadt, 2005; Li, Wang,
Williams, & Allan, 2015). The defects on the remaining components were ana-
lyzed, and all the errors discovered during testing were fixed. Installation
packages, which include executable binary code along with supporting libraries
and files such as user manual, were created using the built-in setup utilities and
deployment tools in Visual Studio .NET. In addition, all the documents includ-
ing requirements, use case diagram, activity diagram, sequence diagram, and
class diagrams, and so on were collected and archived. Keeping these develop-
ment documents is important for code reuse, software maintenance, new release,
and future training.

Application Testing

Throughout the construction phase and the transition phase, a variety of tests
including UI testing, unit testing, and integration testing were created and run to
validate the application is working as expected.

UI testing. A typical experience for software developers is to manually click
through the UI controls, such as textboxes, command buttons, radio buttons,
and checkboxes, and so on, to verify that things are working correctly for the
end user. UI tests were created to automatically verify that code dealing
with user interactions does not impact the functionality of the application.
This is particularly useful where there is validation or other logic in the
UI. For example, the show/hide sentences button should be inactive until the
lesson is loaded.

Unit testing. Unit testing verifies whether all the required functionalities across
the logic module are implemented, and the various components are working in
isolation (Troelsen, 2012). Unit testing has the greatest effect on the quality of
coding when it is an integral part of the software development workflow. The
application is broken down into discrete behaviors that can be tested as indivi-
dual units. As soon as a function or other block of application code is written,
unit tests may be created to verify the behavior of the code in response to
standard, boundary, and incorrect cases of input data, and check any explicit
or implicit assumptions made by the code. For instance, unit tests were created
to verify that previously saved pictures can be successfully loaded into the pic-
ture boxes later.
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Integration testing. Integration testing combines individual units into components
and test them as a group, which usually happens after the unit testing (Esposito
& Saltarello, 2014). For instance, testing of the story retelling function depends
on the completion of unit testing of shuffling pictures, moving pictures, and
showing/hiding sentences. A final integration test was performed during the
transition phase to verify the interactions among the presentation module, the
logic module, and the data module work properly.

Evaluation of the Application

Because the end users of this application are classroom reading teachers and
students with reading difficulties, it is imperative to let the teachers who may use
it in their lesson preparations, classroom teaching, and students’ learning out-
come analysis, to evaluate its functionality, and to validate whether all the
requirements defined in the inception phase and elaboration phase have been
met and the application works as expected.

Participants. Twenty reading teachers who have taught from kindergarten to fifth
grade in public elementary schools volunteered to evaluate this application and
provide feedback through the Likert scale questionnaires (Appendix). All of
these teachers have had experiences of using computer applications on tablets,
and they are currently enrolled in the Master of Education in Reading program
in a southern state university.

Procedure. The teachers were given instructions to install the application on their
own computers. After reading the user manual and watching a 5-minute video
tutorial, they went through all the features of the application before posting their
responses to the questionnaires in a discussion forum. The results were collected
and saved electronically into Excel spreadsheets.

Results

The Likert scale questionnaires aim to investigate classroom teachers’ percep-
tion of the application’s usefulness in improving the reading comprehension
of students with imagery deficit, their attitude toward integrating it into daily
reading instructions, and the value of its functionality and simplicity of use
in four aspects: data management, gestalt visualization, story retelling, and
auditory narration.

Table 1 illustrates the descriptive analysis of classroom teachers’ overall per-
ception of the application’s usefulness in guiding students to create mental
images of the sentences they read, retain the meaning of these sentences, and
retell the story. The majority (80%) of the participants strongly agree and 20%
of the participants agree with the statement ‘‘Overall I think this application is
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effective in helping students with difficulty imaging/retaining/retelling what
has been read.’’ None of them holds attitudes of strongly disagree, disagree,
or neutral.

Data management

To use this application in classrooms, the teacher only needs to set up a few
things beforehand. Lessons are in plain text format so that the teacher can create
them using any text editor they are familiar with. No additional software or
training is needed. The only thing the teacher should pay attention to is writing
only one sentence per line so that the application can recognize individual sen-
tences and put them into the corresponding textboxes. The number of textboxes
updates automatically in accordance with the number of sentences in the lesson.
Figure 9 demonstrates a screenshot of loading a lesson in text format.

Upon completion of the lesson, the student will save a screenshot of all the
pictures with associated sentences (see Figure 10) as well as each picture as a
separate JPEG or PNG file to a folder specified by the teacher. If these pictures
demonstrate the student’s good understanding of sentences, they can be used as
examples to assist other students who may have difficulty drawing pictures for
these sentences. The teacher may encourage these students to drag and drop
previously saved pictures directly into the picture boxes below the sentences they
are having trouble with. The students can continue drawing on this picture for
the current sentence or take it as is and move onto the next sentence. Moreover,
if the saved pictures reveal that the student misunderstand some sentences, the
teacher can accurately locate which part of the passage the student needs more
help and therefore adjust their instructions.

Items 2 and 3 in the questionnaires investigate whether the teachers think
data management functions are useful and easy to use in their classroom. Given
the scale that range from ‘‘strongly disagree’’ to ‘‘strongly agree’’ (i.e., Strongly
disagree¼ 1, Disagree¼ 2, Neutral¼ 3, Agree¼ 4, Strongly agree¼ 5), the larger

Table 1. Descriptive Analysis of Teachers’ Perception of the Application’s Usefulness.

Item 1 Frequency Percent Valid percent

Cumulative

percent

1 Strongly disagree 0 0.0 0.0 0.0

2 Disagree 0 0.0 0.0 0.0

3 Neutral 0 0.0 0.0 0.0

4 Agree 4 20.0 20.0 20.0

5 Strongly agree 16 80.0 80.0 100.0

Total 20 100.0 100.0
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Figure 10. Saving results after the completion of a lesson.

Figure 9. Loading a lesson in text format.
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value the mean of teachers’ responses, the more strongly they agree with the
statements. The means of Item 2 (4.75) and Item 3 (4.60) demonstrate that most
teachers agree that data management functions are useful and easy to use (see
Table 2).

The descriptive analysis in Figure 11 reveals that 75% of the participants
strongly agree that the data management functions are useful and 25% of
them agree. None of them holds neutral or negative attitude toward the useful-
ness of these functions. When asked whether these functions are easy to use,
65% of participants strongly agree, 30% agree, 5% are neutral, and none feels
these functions are difficult to use. These results indicate the usefulness of the
data management functions from the teachers’ perspective.

Gestalt visualization. One of the most significant features of this application is to
assist students with reading difficulties to generate mental images in reading
comprehension. Students will draw a sequence of pictures associated with
each sentence based on their understanding. The picture for the previous

Figure 11. Descriptive analysis of teachers’ feedback on data management functions.

Table 2. Descriptive Statistics of Teachers’ Feedback on Data Management Functions.

Questions N Minimum Maximum Mean SD

Item 2 (usefulness) 20 4 5 4.75 .444

Item 3 (easiness of use) 20 3 5 4.60 .598
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sentence is automatically copied for the current sentence so that the student can
continue drawing new objects or making changes. Not only does this avoid
drawing the same thing over again, which saves valuable class time, but also
helps the student remember what was previously going on and preserves how the
story unfolds, a key factor in the story retelling activity the student practice later.

Figure 12 demonstrates the student keeps adding objects, for example, fish,
tree, bird, rain, until the picture for the final sentence ‘‘The bird flied away,’’
which requires using the eraser to remove the bird and draw more rain drops at
the spot where the bird was standing.

Items 4 and 5 in the questionnaires examine whether the teachers think gestalt
visualization functions are useful and easy to use in practical reading classroom.
The high values of the means of Item 4 (4.90) and Item 5 (4.30) revealed that
most of the participants hold positive attitudes on the usefulness and simplicity
of use of the gestalt visualization functions (see Table 3).

The descriptive analysis in Figure 13 demonstrates that 90% of the partici-
pants strongly agree that the gestalt visualization functions are useful and 10%
of them agree with the statement. None of them holds neutral or negative
attitudes toward the usefulness of these functions. When the participants were
asked whether they feel these functions are easy and convenient to use, 50%

Figure 12. Generating concept imagery by building mental images sentence by sentence.
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strongly agree, 30% agree, 20% are neutral, and none feel they are difficult to
use. These results indicate the usefulness of the gestalt visualization functions
from the teachers’ perspective. The neutral responses might come from those
teachers who are not used to the operations of dragging and dropping an image
file directly onto a picture box.

Story retelling. Story retelling is a popular activity for classroom teachers to check
students’ comprehension of what has been read. This application offers two
distinct ways to help students recall the storyline. The teacher could instruct
the student to hide all the sentences and describe the meaning of each picture
(see Figure 14). Alternatively, the teacher may ask the student to shuffle the
pictures and then sequence them back in order according to the development
of the story they just read (see Figure 15).

Items 6 and 7 in the questionnaire investigate whether the teachers think
story retelling functions are helpful and easy for reading teachers to use in

Figure 13. Descriptive analysis of teachers’ feedback on gestalt visualization functions.

Table 3. Descriptive Statistics of Teachers’ Feedback on Gestalt Visualization Functions.

Questions N Minimum Maximum Mean

Standard

deviation

Item 4 (usefulness) 20 4 5 4.90 .308

Item 5 (easiness of use) 20 3 5 4.30 .801
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Figure 15. Story retelling through picture reordering.

Figure 14. Story retelling with sentences hidden.
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classrooms. The means of Item 6 (4.80) and Item 7 (4.45) revealed that
most participants agree that the story retelling functions are useful and easy
to use (see Table 4).

The descriptive analysis in Figure 16 shows that 80% of the participants
strongly agree that the story retelling functions are useful and 20% of teachers
agree with this statement. None of them holds neutral or negative attitude
toward the usefulness of these functions. Fifty-five percent of the participants
strongly agree these functions are easy to use, and 35% agree with this state-
ment. Only 10% are neutral, and none feel they are difficult to use. These results
indicate the usefulness of the story retelling functions from the teachers’
perspective.

Auditory narration. According to Mayer’s Generative Theory of Multimedia
Learning, the input from both visual and auditory sensors may utilize memories

Figure 16. Descriptive analysis of teachers’ feedback on story retelling functions.

Table 4. Descriptive Statistics of Teachers’ Feedback on Story Retelling Functions.

Questions N Minimum Maximum Mean

Standard

deviation

Item 6 (usefulness) 20 4 5 4.80 .410

Item 7 (easiness of use) 20 3 5 4.45 .686
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more efficiently than the input from only one sensor (Mayer, 2001). The auditory
narration of the sentences was implemented use Text-to-Speech (TTS) on the
Microsoft Speech Platform, which refers to the ability of the operating system to
play back printed text as spoken words. An internal driver, called a TTS engine,
recognizes the text and uses a synthesized voice chosen from several pregener-
ated voices to speak the written text.

The auditory narration can be activated when the sentences are either shown
or hidden. The student may listen to the oral presentation of the sentence while
drawing the picture. During the story retelling, the teacher may ask the students
to hide all the sentences before shuffling the pictures, and then request them to
rearrange the pictures by listening to the audio playback of the sentences
instead. Generative Theory of Multimedia Learning tells us that when the text
is presented through narration, it should yield better results than the method
using picture with on screen text that are processed in the same visual channel
because picture and narration coding are processed through visual and auditory
channels, respectively (Mayer, 2001).

Items 8 and 9 in the questionnaire examine whether the teachers feel
auditory narration functions are helpful and easy to use in classrooms.
The means of Item 8 (4.35) and Item 9 (4.60) revealed that most participants
feel that the auditory narration functions are helpful and convenient to
use (see Table 5).

The descriptive analysis in Figure 17 illustrates that 45% of the participants
strongly agree that the auditory narration functions are useful, 45% of them
agree, and 10% are neutral. None of them holds negative attitude toward
the usefulness of these functions. When participants were asked whether these
functions are easy to use, 60% of them strongly agree, 40% agree, and none
holds neutral or negative attitude toward the easiness of use of these functions.
These results indicate the usefulness of the auditory narration functions from the
teachers’ perspective.

The very last item in the questionnaires investigates classroom teachers’
attitude toward integrating this application into their daily reading instruction
session (see Table 6). All the participants are interested in using this application
in their reading lessons, with 85% of them show strong interest and 15% of them
willing to utilize it to help their students.

Table 5. Descriptive Statistics of Teachers’ Feedback on Auditory Narration Functions.

Questions N Minimum Maximum Mean

Standard

deviation

Item 8 (usefulness) 20 3 5 4.35 .671

Item 9 (easiness of use) 20 3 5 4.60 .503
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Discussion

The innovative application developed using Unified Process model is the first
computer software aiming to improve reading comprehension of students with
gestalt imagery deficit based on dual-coded visual instructions. Its intelligence
lies in guiding the students to create their own drawings in sequence to visually
present the understanding of a passage sentence by sentence. Not only does it
assist the students to generate mental images as a whole of what they are

Figure 17. Descriptive analysis of teachers’ feedback on auditory narration functions.

Table 6. Descriptive Analysis of Teachers’ Attitude Toward Integrating This Application

Into Their Daily Reading Instruction Session.

Item 1 Frequency Percent Valid percent

Cumulative

percent

1 Strongly disagree 0 0.0 0.0 0.0

2 Disagree 0 0.0 0.0 0.0

3 Neutral 0 0.0 0.0 0.0

4 Agree 3 15.0 15.0 15.0

5 Strongly agree 17 85.0 85.0 100.0

Total 20 100.0 100.0
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reading, but it also reinforces their memorization of the story by building con-
nections in this series of pictures.

Implications

Feedback from teachers who evaluated the application indicates that it has
significant implications in practical teaching. Teachers often encourage students
to make pictures in their mind like a movie when they read. However, many
students can only ‘‘call words’’ instead of reading words due to the failure of
making such mental images when attempting to comprehend what they read.
This application, if appropriately integrated into the reading instruction, may
help students with difficulty imaging, retaining, and retelling what has been read.

In general, teachers believe if a student can take control of a part of the
lesson, he or she can take more away from it (Pearson & Gallagher, 1983).
Most students today are used to do activities on computers and tablets. This
application allows students to be more engaged but feel less challenging in
constructing the meaning of a passage by taking a small step each time, that
is, illustrating one sentence at a time with their creativity. The interactive draw-
ing via a touch screen presentation can effectively keep students’ attention to the
reading activity given the following features: the student needs to click on the
button beside each individual textbox to see the sentence, which would prevent
them from working ahead or getting confused; the student can have access to
predrawn pictures if he or she is struggling to create one of their own; loading
previously saved pictures through a simple drag and drop action adds another
level of control so that the student will have a better chance to complete the
activity, and therefore avoid the frustration when getting stuck on a complex
sentence.

Instead of using illustrations copied from the book to help students retell a
story they read as some teachers usually do, this application enables students to
do retelling with their own drawings, which may help the retention of the details
and sequence of the story, because the meaning of the sentences are now repre-
sented by their self-created drawings. In addition, the shuffling feature that
pictures can be mixed up for students to sort them out offers an alternative
practice for sequencing and retelling.

The pictures drawn by students in each lesson would make a great formative
assessment for the teacher to accurately locate the exact areas that individual
students need extra help. The teacher can also review the saved pictures over a
period of time to identify patterns that some students consistently struggle in
comprehending certain type of information. With these valuable data, teachers
will be able to create corresponding reading instructions for these students.

According to the Dual-Coding Theory, this application should work better
on concrete sentences than abstract sentences due to the intrinsic connection
between a concrete sentence in the verbal system and its counterpart of image
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that retains the meaning in the nonverbal system. However, as the reading
materials in K-5 classrooms and many introductory basic reading passages for
English Language Learners (ELL) students include more concrete sentences
than abstract information in the most popular genres, this application can be
used in a wide range of reading comprehension activities. Moreover, construct-
ing the meaning of concrete sentences by young K-5 readers can serve as a good
starting point for comprehending more complex abstract reading materials when
they get older. With the help of this application, young readers with gestalt
imagery deficit should have better chance of imaging, understanding and retain-
ing what they read. This will increase their reading interest and motivation, and
build positive reading attitudes and habits, which are important factors for a
good reader regardless of his or her age and the type of materials they read.

Limitations

Like all computer programs, the current version of the application has its lim-
itations: (a) dragging a picture from another window on a tablet may not be so
handy for some students, (b) it would be helpful to have the words highlighted as
they were being read, (c) instead of using a standard full color palette, it could
have only basic colors to keep students from playing with all of them, and (d) it
could have loaded commonly used predrawn objects, such as houses, pets,
plants, and so on, for students to drag and drop into the picture box.

Moreover, although the application is very functional, it can be improved if
its appearance is more attractive to young readers and its operations can be
adapted to the motor skills of younger readers. For instance, the UI could be
more aesthetically pleasing to children by using vivid colors and bigger and cute
buttons to keep their attention. Pictures could be automatically aligned to the
grid below each sentence in the story retell activity so that the student does not
need to put them precisely in place.

This study only investigated teacher perceptions of the usefulness of this
application in assisting students with imagery deficit during reading. The
research on the effectiveness of using this application in practical classrooms
to improve the reading comprehension of students with imagery deficit demands
a comprehensive empirical study that collects and analyzes student use of the
application, and adopts more rigorous statistical methods, such as ANOVA and
ANCOVA, as well as a large group of voluntary participants.

Conclusion and Future Work

This study presents a complete cycle of using the Unified Process method to
develop a multimedia application for improving reading comprehension of stu-
dents with gestalt imagery deficit. Both reading teachers and their students can
benefit from its novel features based on the Dual-Coding Theory and Generative
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Theory of Multimedia Learning. The teacher could efficiently develop reading
comprehension lessons, analyze students’ learning outcomes, and evaluate stu-
dents’ learning needs, while the students can work on their comprehension and
retelling of the target passage/story in an engaging circumstance where the
gestalt image of the story is generated through interactive drawings and diversi-
fied reading activities. Besides being used to identify students who may have
gestalt visualization deficit in K-5 classrooms, this application can be easily
incorporated into daily reading instruction for ELLs, special education students,
or potentially any student having trouble making mental images when they read.

Future development may include predrawn objects and events relevant to the
abstract sentences presented in the passage so that the students can apply these
predrawn objects to construct a picture instead of creating self-generated
pictures from the scratch. Furthermore, although plain text files are satisfactory
for managing lessons and convenient to use, we will explore the advantages of
using databases to store and retrieve student information, lessons, drawings, and
even steps that each student has taken during the story retelling. The database
could be a lightweight embedded database management system, for example,
SQLite, which has small footprint but offers sufficient functions for this type of
educational applications (Lv, Xu, & Li). More importantly, we will seek the
opportunity to distribute this application to K-5, ELL, and special education
classrooms so that an empirical study can be conducted to validate the
effectiveness of this innovative multimedia learning tool.

Appendix: Questionnaires for Teachers to Evaluate
the Application

Question

Strongly

disagree Disagree Neutral Agree

Strongly

agree

1 2 3 4 5

1 Overall I think this application is

effective in helping students

with difficulty imaging/retaining/

retelling what has been read.

2 The data management features are

useful and practical.

3 The data management functions

are easy and convenient for me

to use.

(continued)
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